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Concept

Imbibe is an international festival and 
competition dedicated to that most noble 
of profession of combining and purveying 
alcohol: bar tending. The festival takes place 
this time in the heart of Edinburgh, and this 
year spans several days. Imbibe is focused 
on promoting creativity and quality of work 
within the vocation. As such there will be 
a competition spanning several categories, 
including classic drinks and innovation with 
various types of spirits among others. The 
festival isn’t all competition though; there 
will be demonstrations and seminars for 
the novice bartender or even the casual 
observer. And of course, at night it is time 
for people and music and food and—
naturally—drink. All the required elements 
for a good party.



Team Roles

Sarah

Personas, User Goals, Sitemap, Wireframes, 
coding for ‘Press,’ ‘Events,’ and ‘Contact’ 
pages.

Fiona

Competitor Research, Content Outline, 
Moodboard, Identity. Coding for ‘Index,’ 
‘About,’ and ‘Join Us’ pages.

Both

Concept, Sketches, Design Comp Variations, 
Final Page Designs, Assets, Usability Testing 
+ Analysis, Final Presentation.



Competitor
Research

Great American Whiskey Fair

www.experiencewhiskey.com

World Bartending 
Championship

www.worldbtc.com

Paris of the Plains Cocktail 
Festival

www.popfestkc.com

Manhattan Cocktail Classic

www.manhattancocktailclassic.com

London Cocktail Week

www.diffordsguide.com

http://www.experiencewhiskey.com
http://www.worldbtc.com
http://www.popfestkc.com
http://www.manhattancocktailclassic.com
http://www.diffordsguide.com


Great 
American
Whiskey 

Fair

First Impression / Impulse:

Beautiful site. Immediately wanted to scroll down, 
and was rewarded with subtle layers and nice 
vector illustrations. Informative but not overly so. 
Very cohesive.

Site organization / Consistent Nav?

Site is organized as one long page. Clicking on the 
desired nav item scrolls you to that segment of the 
page. Nav is constantly at top of browser window.

Content: Enough / Too Much? Interesting / 
Relevant?

Sparse amounts of content in terms of event 
information, but there is enough. Lots of visual interest 
and concisely written text to keep it engaging. All 
the information is relevant.

Appearance / Product Connection:

The appearance of the site suggests exactly what 
it is. The novelty/display typefaces are reminiscent 
of old handbills or advertisements for a fair, and the 
vector illustrations all pertain to whiskey.

Notable, Good / Bad:

Colors and styles are very consistent throughout 
site, from nav to content to social media links and 
map. Everything on page seems to be carefully 
considered. No notable negatives.



World 
Bartending 
Champion-

ship

First Impression / Impulse:
Too much is happening visually on the page. Had 
to stare at the page a while to figure out what 
is happening. Lots of inconsistent margins and 
misalignment. Image slider could have been a nice 
touch, but inconsistency of content type and quality 
makes it fall short.

Site organization / Consistent Nav?
Top nav is consistent, and links are mostly clear. 
The pages themselves are inconsistently organized 
as far as number of columns and their widths within 
the page. Amount of information varies significantly 
from page to page.

Content: Enough / Too Much? Interesting / 
Relevant?
Too much when you first encounter the index page. 
Some pages have more content than others. Content 
is decent, you can learn about the bartenders, watch 
them makes drinks, and get recipes. Very difficult to 
get any information about the actual event.

Appearance / Product Connection:
The event sponsor is very prevalent in the design and 
content, to the point that the event itself loses some 
of the focus. All images are of drinks, bartenders, 
or the sponsor.

Notable, Good / Bad:
Poor alignment of elements noticeable on every 
page. Inconsistent amount of images/text. Possible 
to follow a trail of links and not be sure how to get 
back there later.



Paris of 
the Plains 
Cocktail 
Festival

First Impression / Impulse:
Doesn’t immediately seem like a site for a cocktail 
festival. Logo and banner are inconsistent. Index 
page doesn’t present too much visual info at one 
time. Feels under-designed and white text on 
predominantly black site contrast is a bit harsh.

Site organization / Consistent Nav?
Centered top nav, 9 links, some with drop down 
options, seem a bit excessive, could be consolidated 
more. Site is inconsistently organized; some pages 
are text heavy, some have only images, one has 
poorly styled events in a list. Social media links do 
not appear on every page.

Content: Enough / Too Much? Interesting / 
Relevant?
Possibly too much, although that could be attributed 
to the type being Raleway in white on black. Poor 
text hierarchy also makes it difficult to tell. All of the 
content seems to be relevant, but not engaging.

Appearance / Product Connection:
The appearance does not suggest cocktail festival, 
even after navigating through the site for a while. 
Logo is the most strongly connected element with a 
select few drink pictures scattered throughout.

Notable, Good / Bad:
Nothing impressive, nothing glaringly awful. 
Disappointing lack of impression.



Manhattan
Cocktail
Classic

First Impression / Impulse:
“Ooh! Art Deco.” Attractive enough site with a clear 
theme and consistent design elements. Tells “what 
and when” right away. Unfortunately the the css 
and some of the content was updated while I was 
working on the competitor research.

Site organization / Consistent Nav?
Top nav on all pages, side nav on some. The 
inconsistency of the navigation proved confusing. 
Well organized apart from the nav. Readable type 
hierarchy to help pick out important information.

Content: Enough / Too Much? Interesting / 
Relevant?
Good amount of content. The text/photo links to 
the sides of the actual content are a bit distracting. 
The information was written in colloquial language 
which helped make it interesting. All information 
was relevant.

Appearance / Product Connection:
The appearance of the site fits with the theme of the 
actual event. It suggests classic, speak-easy style 
cocktails and a party. The site seems particularly 
geared toward the party aspect and not the trade 
show aspect.

Notable, Good / Bad:
The site was updated as I was writing this, and 
the change was not necessarily for the better. The 
choice of fonts starts to become a little much. The 
overall design does a good job of emphasizing the 
festiveness and the fun of the event.



London
Cocktail

Week

First Impression / Impulse:

Attractive typography that provides a sense of 
character to a site that is otherwise unremarkable. 
The combination of illustration and photographs 
works surprisingly well.

Site organization / Consistent Nav?

Same side nav on all pages. The main link text is 
black and the less important links are gray, slightly 
confusing.

Content: Enough / Too Much? Interesting / 
Relevant?

Good amount of content. The text to illustration or 
photo ratio was pretty even on most pages, though 
the FAQ was text heavy. All content seemed to be 
relevant and nothing was extraneous. Photos gave 
a good idea of the feel of the event. 

Appearance / Product Connection:

The logo did a good job of getting the basic idea 
of the event across, but the small size of the photos 
didn’t help in the visualization of the event.

Notable, Good / Bad:

Easily readable / navigable. Site was made  for a 
relatively new, not well established event and was, 
while carefully compiled, a little underwhelming. 



Primary
Persona

DANIEL WARD
BIO: Daniel is currently 26. He’s just graduated from the 
university with a major/focus in Business and Finance. He started
school a little later than most of his friends because he didn’t attend
a university right away after �nishing secondary school.  He decided
to take some time o� and found a night job at a nearby bar where
he worked his way up to be a bartender. 6 years of experience, and
attending a year long bartending program has given him the 
con�dence to participate in a bartending contest. He would like to 
one day open his own restraunt /bar, but currently enjoys his work-
load as it is and chooses to spend his spare time with friends and 
family, snowboarding, boating, attending concerts, and watching
bad reality shows with his girlfriend. He lives in a �at with 2 room-
mates, leads an active social life, and spends a considerable amount
of his time in the local night life as it is his livelihood and a chunk of 
his social life. He frequently utilizes the mobile apps, instagram and 
twitter. 

Likes: 
-Bad Competition and Reality Shows 
-Concerts
-Sooccer
-Winter Sports
-Sleeping in
-Decompressing with close family
  and friends
-favorite liquor to work with is scotch

Beliefs:
-successful bartenders can assign a personality
to a liquor and a cocktail, and use it 
appropriately
-successful bartenders hold knowlege on
distillation, folklore behind di�erent cocktails,
and care/expiration 
-family and friends are important above all else

Characteristics:

adventurous

artistic

technologically 
savvy

experimental

1 2 3 4 5



Secondary
Persona

BECCA SCHERER
Bio: Becca is enjoying life as a 23 year old. She’s a
budding cocktail and ale connoisseur since becoming
of legal drinking age. She is currently still attending 
university and would like to someday work in the �eld
of �nance and management. She spends her spare 
time out with friends, watching shows, taking care of 
her body, skiing, attending concerts, attending 
workshops, shopping, and studying for her classes. 
She values time with friends and family above all else 
and believes in sharing memorable experiences 
through travel and entertainment. She shares a �at 
with her boyfriend and works part time as a cashier at 
the cell phone service store in the nearby shopping 
centre.   

Likes:
-Pinterest
-Instagram
-Trying new foods and restaurants
-UrbanSpoon
-Twitter
-Macroeconomics
-Self-care
-yoga
-themed meals and drink

Beliefs:
-Family and friends have higher priority
-You make your own luck
-Travel, entertainment, shared experiences make
 the best memories and are worth investing in
 and sacri�cing time for 
-Food and drink are the best method of bringing
 togther friends and family
-Hard work pays o�

Characteristics:

adventurous

social

technologically 
savvy

independent

1 2 3 4 5



Negative
Persona

REED FENMANN
Bio: Reed is 21 years old and has no interest in
alcohol beverages. He refers to himself as ‘straight-edge’
and prefers to avoid substances that would alter his natural
state. He is currently attending college in the US as a marine 
biology major. He likes attending concerts with his friends in 
his spare time and would like to eventually settle down some-
where in the Paci�c Northwest. He’s single, and currently lives 
with two roommates close to the university. He actively uses
tumblr, facebook, instagram and twitter. 

Likes:
-Animals 
-Animal Planet
-Screamo, Metal, Emo, Punk, Alternative Bands
-Net�ix
-Painting
-History and Literature courses
-Animal-Rights activists
-Soccer

Beliefs:
-One shouldn’t intake substances or partake in 
  activities that disgrace the body or the mind
-You should not harm yourself, other beings, or
 other animals
-Leans toward the liberal side of social issues

Characteristics:

adventurous

social

technologically 
savvy

communicative

1 2 3 4 5



User Goals

    I think the users were targeting are going to be 

bartenders (with a variety of experience). We’ll also be 

targeting an audience of younger to middle aged people 

    These bartenders will be looking for recognition for 

their skills, looking to network with other bartenders and 

businesses, and looking to better their talents. Onlookers 

and audience members will probably be planning on 

watching, learning, voting, or tasting concoctions made

    I think users will probably be looking for simple 

navigation in figuring out: What do I want to do here? 

What can I do here? Where do I sign up? How much will 

it cost me?

    I imagine our users will be leaning favorably towards 

something on the more simplistic side rather than flashy. 

A marriage of simplicity and logical navigation with good 

design would be the best result. Though the site should 

be practically constructed, we have to keep in mind the 

majority of our users will probably be younger and some 

“flashiness” should be applied

    Our product should at the very least, be able to shrink to 

mobil size, as a majority of our users actively utilize apps 

and mobile software.



Content
Outline

Photos

Drinks, bartenders / previous winners, city, 
bar scenes, etc. 

Graphics / Illustrations

Logo image and rearranged logo shapes, 
vector map. Category icons (text circles). 
Social media popups.

Information

Map, contact info, buy tickets, about the 
cmpetition/festival, about the events, 
individal competition category info.



Moodboard



Sitemap

Home

About

Events

Join Us

Contact

Press

What
Where
When

Calendar
Panels

Tastings

Competition
Tickets

Colunteer

Map / Directions
Form 

Social Media

Previous Finalists
Reviews

Competition Upd.



Sketches

IBCF

Bitters
&Brew

Bitters
&

Brew

International Bartending

Competition Edinburgh, UK
Bitters & Brew

bitters brew
International Bartending
Competition Edinburgh, UK

bitters brews

&

BITTERS BREWS
Edinburgh, UK

Edinburgh, UK

IBCF
IMBIBE



Sketches



Wireframes
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image

image
map image

image
calendar

form

home about events

sign up contact info news



Wireframes
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Identity



Design
Comp

Variations



Design
Comp

Variations



Final 
Page

Designs

I M B I B E
Dec. 11-15 | 2013

Cheers.
We’ve brewed up a little celebration of  
bartending, and you’re invited. Come
compete, learn, and party with us in 
the glow of Edinburgh.  We’ll save you 

a seat at the bar.

Press LearnCompete

TicketsMap

+ 44 -131-
    5258200#imbibe2013

Party



Final 
Page

Designs



Usability
Testing

+ 
Analysis

Comments:

“Some of the photos are light and 
overlayed w/light text–a bit hard to read.”

“Make links more obvious/ visible.”

“Buttons on join us page should be 
clearer.”


